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Abstract 
Given the extensive number of empirical studies pertaining to this subject, a bibliometric 

study was required to create an overview of the literature on mobile tourism apps.  The 

study's goal is to identify the most reliable sources, most relevant authors who have made 

contributions to the field of mobile tourist apps, the most popular search terms, and the 

countries that have produced the most research on mobile tourism apps. To examine the 

comprehensive analysis of the research articles pertaining to mobile tourist apps, three 

research questions were devised. This study examines and summarises the pertinent literature 

from 2013 to 202 for the integrated analysis. The bibliometric analysis used in this work is 

assisted by the programmes biblioshiny R and VOSviewer. From the dataset of 56 

documents, various bibliometric analysis tools were used to make insightful information. The 

paper provides an all-around intellectual structure for the literature.  

Keywords:Tourism, mobile tourism apps, bibliometric analysis, integrated analysis, 

technology. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and the Internet has 

undeniably revolutionized the travel industry and reshaped consumer behaviors within the 

tourism sector. Scholars such as Buhalis and Law (2008), Gretzel, Fesenmaier, and O'Leary 

(2006), and Werthner and Klein (1999) have highlighted the substantial impact of ICT and 

the Internet on this domain. The transformative influence of these technologies has been 

further accentuated by the rapid development of mobile technology, as evidenced in the work 

of Fesenmaier & Xiang (2014), Gretzel (2010). This shift is exemplified by the proliferation 

of smartphones, which symbolize the ongoing technological metamorphosis in the travel 

sector, propelling the surge in the market for mobile applications or "apps," as asserted by 

Kennedy-Eden and Gretzel (2012).  

The mutual symbiosis between mobile technology and the travel industry is evident from the 

substantial benefits it has brought to both travelers and tourism managers. Travelers can 

conveniently access a wealth of travel-related information, while managers can effectively 

promote their offerings, as affirmed by Kuo et al., (2019). As technology evolves, the 

convergence of mobile tourism (m-tourism), wearable devices, and the "Internet of Things" is 

increasingly discernible, giving rise to a cohesive ecosystem catering to the travel sector. 

Despite the remarkable potential mobile apps offer for enhancing customer experiences and 

boosting business efficiency, scholarly attention on this topic within the tourism literature has 

remained relatively limited, an observation made by Tan et al., (2017). Specifically, the 

factors influencing tourists' intentions to adopt mobile apps for travel purposes have not 

received the comprehensive scrutiny they deserve, as noted. While some strides have been 

made in adopting a broader perspective on tourism offerings through mobile apps, there 

remains a significant gap in comprehensive research in this sphere, inviting further 
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exploration, as highlighted by Tan et al., (2017). Furthermore, a dearth of research exists that 

delves into the motivations driving consumers to embrace applications tailored to tourism 

products and services, as outlined by Kuo et al., (2019).  

A substantial body of research has illuminated the pivotal role of mobile technology in 

propelling sustainable and smart tourism endeavors, as underscored by the work of Kim et 

al., (2017). Equally compelling are investigations that delve into the realm of user interaction 

and sentiment analysis surrounding mobile tour applications. This significant pursuit has been 

passionately undertaken by Afzaal et al., (2019), unveiling valuable perspectives on user 

experiences.  

Another authors have explored the potential of mobile technology to act as a compass for 

older adults navigating unfamiliar terrains. shedding light on how technological innovations 

can empower a demographic often overlooked. Erceg et al., (2020) study laid the groundwork 

for understanding the potential benefits and challenges of integration of blockchain 

technology within the tourism domain. Aliperti and Cruz (2020) have meticulously examined 

the consumer perspective, deciphering how mobile taxi services reshape the traditional 

contours of the transportation landscape. A final note of inquiry resides in the realm of 

disaster preparedness and response among tourists, where innovative mobile applications are 

being championed. Wang et al.'s work stands as a testament to the growing recognition of 

technology's capacity to empower and safeguard travellers in times of crises. This collective 

body of research serves as an invitation to further engage with the ever-evolving intersection 

of mobile technology and tourism, shaping a future where innovation and travel unite 

harmoniously.  

Broadus (1987, p. 376) succinctly defines bibliometrics as the quantitative examination of 

tangible published units or their bibliographic counterparts. On the other hand, another author 

characterizes bibliometrics as a systematic analysis that involves classification and 

quantitative assessment of publication patterns, inclusive of author contributions, employing 

mathematical and statistical tools. This methodological approach, known as bibliometrics, 

serves as a potent instrument for unraveling the evolutionary pathways of disciplines, delving 

into their intellectual, social, and conceptual structures (Zupic & Čater, 2015). In the context 

of tourism research, bibliometric indicators have played a significant role in gauging thematic 

progress (e.g., Lucas & Deery, 2004; Yoo & Bai, 2013). Such studies have not only tracked 

the trajectory of specific themes but also proposed novel frameworks and research agendas 

(e.g., Kandampully et al., 2015; Ashworth & Page, 2011; Law et al., 2010). However, relying 

solely on discursive bibliometric structures within the tourism domain may fall short in 

capturing hidden patterns that shape the evolution of knowledge, collaborations, and 

contextual advancements (McKercher & Tung, 2015).  

Their arises a compelling need to augment the discourse on the epistemological and 

ontological dimensions of knowledge creation in the domain of impact of mobile tourism 

applications grounded in the intent to drive robust theoretical progress within the domain. 

Delving into the domain of mobile tourism apps, a bibliometric investigation bears immense 

value. Firstly, it stands to unveil paramount journals, luminaries, and pivotal publications 

published  within this subject. Secondly, a bibliometric inquiry promises to weave a 

cartography of the intellectual and thematic contours within the sphere of mobile tourism 

apps. Lastly, its potential lies in discerning critical gaps that warrant further exploration, 

thereby facilitating the charting of new trajectories in research.   
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Purpose of the Study:  
The following research issues are addressed by the study:  

RQ1: What is the current state of impact of mobile tourist app research?  

RQ2: What are the most relevant authors, journals, countries in the literature on mobile 

tourist apps impact?  

RQ3: What are the research gaps in knowledge on impact of MTA?  

The study is organized as follows: It begins with a concise literature review, followed by an 

outline of the research methodology, presentation of findings, and subsequent discussion. The 

analysis kicks off with a productivity assessment of influential journals, authors, articles, and 

countries. This is succeeded by a scientometric examination aimed at revealing the 

intellectual and thematic framework of the field. Various techniques such as keyword Co-

occurrence network analysis, authors bibliographic coupling of documents and co citation 

analysis of authors references are employed. The study concludes by summarizing key 

insights and proposing potential avenues for future research.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

This study employs bibliometric analysis supported by biblioshiny R and VOSviewer 

software version 1.6.16 (Van Eck and Waltman, 2010). Bibliometric analysis involves 

quantitative techniques to analyze academic literature within a specific field over a defined 

period. In the domain of tourism studies, bibliometric analysis has gained prominence.  

Bibliometric analysis is a quantitative research methodology that utilizes data from 

publications, sources, years, countries, and citations to provide indicators of research 

production in a given area over time. It allows researchers to map and identify patterns within 

the collected data. Researchers can choose specific databases, journals, or sources, along with 

keywords to analyze, thereby organizing relevant information like articles, journals, 

researchers, institutions, and countries. This approach offers various advantages, such as 

insights into specific domains, understanding network structures around research topics, and 

evaluating research impact through rankings and influence. Consequently, bibliometric 

analysis is recognized as a dependable methodology in diverse research domains (Osareh, 

1996; Sigala and Christou, 2006).  

The methodological process adopted in this study follows these steps: database identification, 

keyword search, relevant article identification, relevant article evaluation and segmented 

content analysis of chosen articles. Initially, the researchers identified and selected electronic 

databases, focusing on the widely used ones. Scopus online database was selected for the 

research. Scopus is widely recognized as a prominent resource for identifying institutional 

research output. It is commonly utilized as a bibliometric data reference for extensive 

analyses (Bass et al., 2020). Additional references were traced through cross-citations within 

the articles. Next, relevant keywords for the study were identified and discussed, taking cues 

from the approach of Leung., (2013). Keywords such as "Impact of mobile tourism apps" 

were recognized as pertinent, and all subject areas were applied to ensure relevance to the 

research field of travel, tourism, and hospitality. Further refinement of criteria resulted in 64 

articles that met the inclusion criteria, only considering peer-reviewed journals, books, and 

conference proceedings. Law et al.,  

(2009) argue that professional journals, books, and conference proceedings adhere to a 

distinct peer-review process, involving multiple review rounds before acceptance. To 

ascertain relevance, keywords like "Systematic Literature Review", "Conceptual 

Framework”, Structural Equation Modelling", Case-studies, "Case Study," Bibliometrics 

Analysis" "Bibliometrics" "Bayesian Best-worst Method" "Best Worst Method","Analytic 
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Hierarchy Process" Event Study" Entry Order" "English" "User Study" were excluded  to 

select  for relevant articles in academic journals, books, and conference proceedings. Only 

English language publications were considered for further processing. This rigorous 

screening yielded a focused set of 58 papers meeting the criteria. The complete query is as 

follows:  

 (TITLE-ABS-KEY(mobile AND tourism AND apps AND impact) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( 

DOCTYPE,"ar" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,"cr" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,"cp" ) OR 

LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,"re" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( DOCTYPE,"ch" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( 

DOCTYPE,"bk" ) )  AND ( EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Systematic Literature 

Review" ) OR  

EXCLUDE (EXACTKEYWORD,"Conceptual Framework" ) OR EXCLUDE ( 

EXACTKEYWORD,"Structural Equation Modelling" ) OR EXCLUDE ( 

EXACTKEYWORD,"Case-studies" ) OR EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Case Study" ) 

OR EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Bibliometrics Analysis" ) OR EXCLUDE ( 

EXACTKEYWORD,"Bibliometrics" ) OR 

EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Bibliometric Analysis" ) OR EXCLUDE ( 

EXACTKEYWORD,"Bibliometric" ) OR 

EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Bayesian Best-worst Method" ) OR EXCLUDE ( 

EXACTKEYWORD,"Best Worst 

Method" ) OR EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Analytic Hierarchy Process" ) OR 

EXCLUDE 

( EXACTKEYWORD,"Event Study" ) OR EXCLUDE ( EXACTKEYWORD,"Entry Order" 

) OR EXCLUDE 

(EXACTKEYWORD,"English") OR EXCLUDE (EXACTKEYWORD,"User Study")) AND 

(EXCLUDE  

(LANGUAGE,"Italian" ) ) ). The title, abstract and keywords of the selected articles were 

further inspected for relevance to the subject of research which resulted in further exclusion 

of 2 articles and final list of 56 articles for review.  

Various bibliometric analysis tools were employed to extract valuable insights from the 

dataset comprising 56 documents. The authors harnessed   VOSviewer (version 1.6.15), and 

Biblioshiny (version 2.0) to visualize networks encompassing journals, researchers, and 

individual publications. These tools facilitated the identification of citation relationships as 

well.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Data Extraction Using Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA) Approach 
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A. Data Interpretation and Analysis 

The trend analysis (Figure 2,0) reflects a continuous and increasing interest among 

researchers and scholars in investigating the impact of Mobile Tourism Applications. The 

significant growth in recent years suggests that this area of research holds substantial 

potential for contributing to the advancement of both the tourism industry and academic 

knowledge. The average annual growth rate of publications on the impact of MTA over the 

given years is approximately 10.83% in this research area.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Publication Trend 

 

B. Most Relevant Sources 

The impact of Mobile Tourism Applications (MTA) has been explored within the context of 

various disciplines such as computer and information science, information technology, 

interactive mobile technologies, hospitality and tourism technology, networks and systems, 

smart trends, sustainability, and innovation indicating the inter disciplinary nature of the 

research field. Computer Science subject area signifies the technological aspect of MTA, 

including app development, algorithms, and technical innovations that enable the creation 

and functioning of mobile tourism applications. The sources from Information systems  

emphasize the role of information systems in MTA, exploring how data, technology, and 

information management play a critical role in enhancing the tourism experience through 

mobile applications.  The subject of tourism is central to the sources, indicating a focus on 

understanding how MTA influences and shapes different aspects of the tourism industry, 

from traveler behavior to destination management. The subject area of hospitality suggests a 

focus on how MTA impacts the hospitality sector within the broader context of tourism, 

encompassing areas such as accommodation, dining, and guest services. The broader 

technological landscape in which MTA operates, considers the integration of various 

technologies beyond just mobile devices, such as wearables and the Internet of Things (IoT). 

The presence of sustainability-related sources suggests that researchers are exploring how 

MTA can contribute to sustainable tourism practices, considering environmental, social, and 

economic impacts. The subject area of networks and systems emphasize the networked nature 

of MTA, including how various systems and platforms interact to deliver seamless mobile 

experiences to travelers. Interactive Mobile Technologies focuses on the interactive and user-

centric aspects of MTA, exploring how mobile technologies engage travelers and enhance 

their interactions with destinations and services. Smart Trends in Systems, Security, and 

Sustainability points to a focus on the cutting-edge developments in smart technologies that 

align with MTA, including considerations of security and sustainability within these systems. 
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TABLE I.  RELEVANT SOURCES 

 
 

C. Most Relevant Authors 

The fractionalized values provide insights into the extent of contribution by each author in the 

collaborative articles. Authors with fractionalized values of 1 indicate that they are sole 

authors of their respective articles, while fractionalized values less than 1 suggest 

collaborative authorship.  

The common theme in these articles is the integration of mobile app technology in the 

tourism industry, emphasizing its impact on enhancing tourism experiences, organizational 

performance, and innovation. The articles explore the effectiveness and acceptance of mobile 

apps in various geographic contexts, including Oman, KSA, UK, and PRC. They delve into 

innovative trends like IoT-based solutions and augmented reality, examining how these 

technologies promote museum engagement, interactive site experiences, and e-marketing for 

tourism products.   

 

TABLE II.  MOST RELEVANT AUTHORS 

 
 

D. Most Relevant Sources 

The scientific production in the field of tourism and technology is distributed across various 

countries, as indicated by the frequency of publications from different regions. Italy and 

China lead in scientific output with 23 and 22 publications respectively. This could be 

attributed to their strong emphasis on research and innovation in the tourism and technology 

sectors, supported by active academic and research institutions. The United Kingdom (UK) 

and the United States (USA) both have 16 publications each, reflecting their historically 

significant roles in academic research and technological advancements. Malaysia, India, and 

Portugal follow suit with 12, 10, and 10 publications respectively, showcasing their growing 

contributions to the field. The presence of Indonesia with 8 publications highlights its 

emerging interest and engagement in this interdisciplinary domain. Egypt, Brazil, and other 
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countries exhibit relatively fewer publications, possibly reflecting varying levels of focus and 

investment in the intersection of tourism and technology. Overall, the distribution of 

scientific production across these countries underscores the global nature of research in this 

field, influenced by a combination of technological infrastructure, academic expertise, and 

regional priorities. 

 

 

TABLE III.  MOST RELEVANT COUNTRIES 

 
 

E. Keyword Co-occurrence Analysis 

Co-occurrence analysis identifies patterns and relationships between keywords that 

frequently appear together, providing insights into the underlying themes and topics within 

the research literature. By examining how often specific keywords appear in conjunction with 

each other, the authors can uncover the most prominent and interconnected concepts in the 

field. This methodology helps to identify the key themes, trends, and relationships that exist 

within the body of literature, offering valuable insights into the research landscape and 

informing further exploration and analysis. The threshold selected was 2 occurances. 34 

keywords of the 326 keywords met the threshold.   

These integrated themes explore the intricate relationships between keywords that define key 

areas of transformation within the realm of tourism and technology. The first theme, 

"Revolutionizing Tourism Marketing through Mobile App Technology and Artificial 

Intelligence in the Hospitality Industry," highlights the synergistic impact of AI and mobile 

apps on personalization, marketing, and guest experiences. The second theme, "Empowering 

Cultural Heritage Preservation and Sustainable Tourism Development through Technology 

Adoption and Innovation," emphasizes how technology and sustainable practices intersect to 

conserve cultural heritage and promote responsible tourism. The third theme, "Revitalizing 

Travel Experiences in the Era of COVID-19 through Mobile Apps, Technology, and 

Performance Enhancement," focuses on the role of technology in reshaping travel post-

pandemic for safety, convenience, and performance. The fourth theme, "Enhancing Mobile 

Experiences through Augmented Reality and Mobile Applications in the Age of Mobile 

Computing," explores the transformative role of AR and mobile apps in merging the digital 

and physical worlds. The fifth theme, "Cultivating Sustainable Smart Tourism through 

Effective Information Management in Cultural Tourism," investigates the potential of 

information management, smart tourism, and sustainability to create meaningful travel 

experiences. The sixth theme, "The Digital Confluence: Unveiling the Power of Information 

and Communication Technology, Internet, and Mobile Communication," underscores the 
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interconnectedness of ICT, the internet, and mobile communication in shaping contemporary 

communication and connectivity. Each theme represents a unique facet of how technology 

shapes the future of tourism, enriching experiences, preserving heritage, and driving 

sustainable growth.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Keywords Co Occurrence Analysis 

 

TABLE IV.  KEYWORD CO-OCCURRENCE ANALYSIS 
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F. Keyword Co-occurrence Analysis 

Bibliographic coupling is a methodology commonly used in bibliometrics and scientometrics 

to analyze and measure the  relationships between academic documents, such as research 

articles, based on their shared references. This method examines  the common references 

cited by multiple documents to identify patterns of intellectual influence and collaboration 

within a  specific field of study. Bibliographic coupling operates on the premise that if two 

documents share a significant number of  references, they are likely to be related in terms of 

subject matter or research focus.  

In bibliographic coupling, a co-occurrence matrix is constructed, where rows and columns 

represent individual documents, and  the cells of the matrix indicate the number of shared 

references between pairs of documents. By analyzing this matrix,  researchers can identify 

clusters of related documents, influential papers, research trends, and potential collaborations 

between  authors and research groups. The resulting network of coupled documents can be 

visualized using various techniques, such as  co-citation maps or network diagrams, to 

provide insights into the intellectual structure of a research field and the connections  between 

different areas of study.The threshold selected for minimum number of citations per 

document was 2. Out of the 56  documents, 35 met this threshold.  

The presented integrated themes explore the transformative role of technology in shaping 

various aspects of the tourism  industry. In the theme "Revolutionizing Tourism Experiences 

Through Mobile Apps and Smart Media Technologies," the  integration of mobile apps and 

smart media technologies is examined in its capacity to enhance co-creative hotel service  

innovation, empower genealogy tourists, elevate spiritual experiences of pilgrims, and impact 

smart tourism through cloud  management systems. This theme underscores how technology 

enhances personalization, connectivity, spirituality, and  management in the tourism realm.  

In "Digital Transformation in Cultural Tourism," the integration of digital technology is 

explored as it revolutionizes business  models, augments reality, enhances cultural 

experiences, and fosters local development. The theme reflects the ongoing digital 
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transformation of cultural tourism, where digital strategies, augmented reality, cultural routes, 

and local engagement converge  to shape an innovative and sustainable landscape.  

"Unveiling User Adoption Dynamics of Mobile Applications in the Hospitality and Travel 

Sectors through Extended  Acceptance Models" delves into the intricate web of user adoption 

dynamics, highlighting how extended technology  acceptance models, experience constructs, 

and motivational factors influence the integration of mobile apps into the hospitality  and 

travel sectors. This theme underscores the integral role of user experiences, motivations, and 

acceptance models in shaping  the adoption of mobile applications.  

"Mobile Technology in Tourism" examines the profound impact of mobile technology on 

user behavior, market segmentation,  and millennial experiences in the tourism industry. The 

theme reflects how mobile technology has redefined behavioral  intentions, market 

understanding, and generational engagement, becoming a catalyst for transformative shifts in 

the tourism  landscape. 

Technology-Driven Enhancements in Tourism: Disaster Preparedness and Wine Destination 

Branding through Mobile  Applications" showcases the versatile use of mobile apps in 

enhancing tourists' safety during disasters and promoting wine  destination branding. This 

theme underscores how technology-driven solutions empower both tourists and destinations,  

offering safety measures and enhancing the allure of unique places.  

These integrated themes emphasize the pivotal role of technology in redefining tourism 

experiences, from personalization and  engagement to disaster preparedness and destination 

branding. In the evolving landscape of tourism, technology serves as a  catalyst for 

innovation, connectivity, and sustainable growth. The intellectual structure of the presented 

integrated themes  revolves around the central theme of technology's transformative impact 

on various aspects of the tourism industry. Each  integrated theme explores different 

dimensions of this overarching concept, highlighting specific areas where technology driven 

advancements are reshaping the landscape of tourism.  

From the integration of mobile apps and smart media technologies to the adoption of digital 

strategies in cultural tourism, the  exploration of user adoption dynamics, and the influence of 

mobile technology on behavior and experiences, the themes  collectively paint a 

comprehensive picture of technology's multifaceted role. The intellectual structure is 

characterized by a multidisciplinary approach, drawing insights from areas such as 

information technology, hospitality management, marketing, cultural studies, and more. the 

themes foster a holistic understanding of the intricate relationships between technology, user 

experiences, industry practices, and the evolving expectations of travelers. the intellectual 

structure highlights the collaborative nature of research in the field of technology and 

tourism. Authors reference one another's studies, building upon existing knowledge and 

contributing to a collective body of work that informs industry practices and guides further 

research. The intellectual structure showcases the dynamic and symbiotic relationship 

between technology and tourism. It reflects the industry's ongoing evolution as it leverages 

technology to enhance customer experiences, innovate business models, and ensure 

sustainability in an ever-changing global landscape.  
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Fig. 4: Bibliographic Couliing 

 

TABLE V.  BIBLIOMETRIC COUPLING OF DOCUMENTS 
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F. Co-Citation (Cited References) 

Co-citation analysis is a bibliometric methodology that involves analyzing the citations 

within a set of documents to identify relationships between cited references. In co-citation 

analysis, two or more documents are considered co-cited when they both cite the same third 

document. This approach helps identify the intellectual connections between different works 

based on their shared citations. The minimum threshold selected for this study is 3 citations 

of a cited reference. Of the 2848 cited references, 12 meet the threshold.   

The intellectual structure within the integrated themes of "Exploring User Acceptance and 

Technology Adoption in Tourism through Theoretical Frameworks and Practical 

Implications" and "User Acceptance and Mediating Role of Mobile Technology in Tourism 
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Experiences: Insights from Structural Equation Models and Unified Views" revolves around 

the interplay of user acceptance, technology adoption, and their implications in the context of 

tourism. These themes draw upon various theoretical  

frameworks, empirical studies, and practical applications to elucidate the multifaceted 

relationship between technology and  tourism experiences.  

 

The intellectual structure can be summarized as follows:  

1. Theoretical Foundations:  

 Ajzen's Theory of Planned Behavior: Understanding individual intentions and their 

impact on technology  adoption.  

 Davis's Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): Highlighting the role of perceived 

usefulness and ease of use  in determining technology adoption.  

 Flow Theory: Exploring user engagement and immersive experiences.  

 Unified Views: Providing holistic perspectives on user acceptance and technology 

adoption across diverse  contexts.  

2. Empirical Insights:  

 Application of TAM to Online Consumer Behavior: Investigating the role of perceived 

usefulness and ease  of use in online contexts.  

 Longitudinal Studies: Studying the evolving nature of technology adoption and user 

behaviors over time.  

 Implications of Virtual Reality Technology: Showcasing the transformative impact of 

virtual reality on  tourism marketing. 

 Smartphone Apps in Travel: Exploring the capabilities and scope of smartphone apps in 

enhancing travel  experiences.  

 Continuance Usage of Mobile Social Apps: Examining factors that sustain technology 

usage over time.  

 Smart Tourism Destinations: Focusing on personalization of services and communication 

technologies for  enhanced tourist experiences.  

3. Mediating Role of Mobile Technology:  

 Structural Equation Models: Understanding relationships between latent constructs in 

user acceptance and  technology adoption.  

 Model of Traveler Acceptance of Mobile Technology: Examining multidimensional 

aspects of user  acceptance in travel context.  

 Mobile Technology as Mediator: Exploring how smartphones bridge the gap between 

tourists and  destinations, shaping mediated experiences.  

4. Implications and Real-World Applications:  

 Transformative Marketing Strategies: Leveraging innovative technologies like virtual 

reality for reshaping  marketing approaches.  

 Enriching Travel Experiences: Demonstrating how smartphone apps enhance practical 

aspects of travel  journeys.  

 Long-Term Technology Adoption: Identifying factors that contribute to sustained usage 

of mobile  technology within tourism.  

 Personalization and Engagement: Showcasing how technology personalizes services and 

information,  elevating the tourist experience.  
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Fig. 5: Co-Citation Network Analysis 

 

TABLE VI.  CO-CITATION NETWORK ANALYSIS 
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III.  FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 

1. Revolutionizing Tourism Marketing through Mobile App Technology and Artificial 

Intelligence in the Hospitality Industry".  In depth research in Advanced AI-Powered 

Personalization is suggested because as AI algorithms become more complex,  understanding 

their effectiveness and potential biases becomes crucial. Elaborate studies caninvestigate the 

impact of  incorporating diverse data sources, such as social media activity and sentiment 

analysis, on the accuracy of personalized  recommendations. This could lead to more relevant 

and engaging content for users.  

b. Ethical Implications of AI: there's a need to understand the ethical implications of AI. 

Elaborate research can dive into the  transparency of AI decision-making and its potential 

biases. This could lead to industry guidelines for ensuring fairness and  transparency in AI-

powered marketing, enhancing consumer trust. Research can focus on developing ethical 

frameworks and  guidelines for the responsible use of technologies, ensuring tourists' privacy 

and consent are respected.  

2. "Empowering Cultural Heritage Preservation and Sustainable Tourism Development 

through Technology Adoption and  Innovation" Research can explore the challenges and 

opportunities of integrating digital technologies into culturally sensitive  contexts, ensuring 

that digital experiences respect local traditions and values.  

a. Community Engagement and Technology: involving local communities in digital heritage 

preservation ensures authenticity  and cultural representation. In-depth research can explore 

methodologies to engage communities in creating digital content,  preserving their voices and 

narratives, while also evaluating the long-term sustainability of such projects.  

b. Economic and Social Impact Assessment: Conducting comprehensive research into the 

economic and social impacts of  technology-driven sustainable tourism is crucial for 

informed decision-making. Elaborate studies can quantify the benefits in  terms of job 

creation, community empowerment, and conservation efforts. This could provide a solid basis 

for policymakers to  support such initiatives.  

3. "Revitalizing Travel Experiences in the Era of COVID-19 through Mobile Apps, 

Technology, and Performance  Enhancement" Studies can explore whether these changes are 

temporary or will have lasting effects on how travelers interact  with technology. 

a. Long-Term Impact Analysis: the pandemic's effects on travel behavior might extend 

beyond its immediate impact.  Longitudinal research can provide insights into whether 

technology-driven changes like virtual experiences and contactless  services will remain 
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popular even as travel returns to normalcy, influencing industry strategies.  

b. User Experience and Accessibility: In-depth research is needed to ensure that technology-

driven solutions are inclusive and  user-friendly for all traveler demographics. Elaborate 

studies can explore design principles, accessibility features, and user centered testing 

methodologies to create technologies that cater to a diverse range of travelers.  

4. "Enhancing Mobile Experiences through Augmented Reality and Mobile Applications in 

the Age of Mobile Computing". research can investigate their potential to create immersive 

and educational tourism experiences. This might include exploring  the impact of XR on 

learning outcomes, emotional engagement, and memory retention.  

a. AR in Cultural and Historical Contexts: how augmented reality can reshape historical and 

cultural site experiences is  relevant area of future research. In-depth case studies can analyze 

visitors' emotional engagement, knowledge retention, and  overall satisfaction, shedding light 

on how AR can contribute to a deeper understanding of heritage.  

b. User-Generated AR Content: researchers can explore the potential of user-generated 

content to enhance authenticity and  interactivity. Elaborate research can examine the impact 

of allowing visitors to contribute their own AR content, fostering a  sense of ownership, 

creativity, and community participation.  

5. "Cultivating Sustainable Smart Tourism through Effective Information Management in 

Cultural Tourism" This might  involve studies on the use of smart technologies to monitor 

and reduce resource consumption, or the potential of virtual  experiences to offset physical 

travel's carbon footprint.  

a. Data Privacy and Security: In-depth research can lead to the development of 

comprehensive guidelines and protocols that  protect tourists' personal information while 

enabling technology-driven smart tourism experiences.  

b. Measurement and Metrics for Sustainability: This research direction is justified as 

sustainable tourism involves multiple  dimensions. Elaborate research can lead to the creation 

of standardized metrics that encompass economic, environmental, and  social sustainability 

aspects, allowing destinations to measure and compare their impact accurately.  

6. "The Digital Confluence: Unveiling the Power of Information and Communication 

Technology, Internet, and Mobile  Communication"  

a. Emerging Technologies: emerging technologies like 5G and blockchain have the potential 

to reshape the travel landscape.  Elaborate research can explore the practical implications of 

these technologies, such as enhanced connectivity and secure  transactions, and their role in 

creating seamless and secure travel experiences.  

b. Digital Divide and Inclusion: It is important to ensure that the benefits of technology-

driven tourism are accessible to all. In depth research can propose strategies to bridge the 

digital divide, such as community technology centers or tailored training  programs, to 

empower marginalized populations and promote equitable tourism growth. Future research 

can focus on  designing smart tourism solutions that cater to individuals with disabilities, 

enhancing inclusivity in travel experiences.  

 

IV.  THEORITICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The integrated themes contribute to the theoretical landscape by expanding existing 

frameworks, introducing interdisciplinary  perspectives, and challenging traditional theories 

in light of technological advancements. some of the key theoretical  implications are as 

follows: The themes consistently emphasize the application of TAM and its extensions in 

understanding  user adoption of technology in the tourism context. Theoretical models like 

TAM provide a foundation for predicting and  explaining users' intentions to adopt 

technology. The implications lie in refining and adapting these models to accommodate  the 
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evolving nature of technology and the unique characteristics of the tourism industry. Several 

themes integrate multiple  theoretical frameworks, such as TAM, Flow Theory, and Self-

Determination Theory. These integrations demonstrate the  complex interplay of factors that 

influence technology adoption and usage in tourism. The theoretical implication is the need to  

develop more comprehensive and multidimensional models that capture the diverse range of 

influences on user behavior. The  recognition of technology as a mediator between tourists 

and their experiences offers theoretical insight into understanding the  transformative impact 

of technology. This highlights the need to explore the mediating mechanisms through which 

technology  shapes and enhances various aspects of tourism experiences.  

The theme centered around cultural heritage preservation and sustainable tourism challenges 

traditional theories of cultural  heritage management. It introduces the role of technology as a 

catalyst for conservation efforts and reshapes our understanding  of how cultural heritage can 

be sustained in the digital age. The exploration of how technology affects different 

generations of  travelers connects with generational theories, such as Baby Boomers, 

Generation X, Millennials, and Generation Z. These  themes offer insights into how 

technology preferences, behaviors, and experiences evolve across generations, contributing to 

generational theory and consumer behavior research. The integration of augmented reality in 

tourism experiences has  theoretical implications for spatial cognition, environmental 

psychology, and embodied experiences. These themes contribute  to the discourse around 

how technology alters spatial perceptions and enhances immersion.  

The emphasis on sustainable practices, responsible tourism, and ethical considerations in 

technology-driven tourism  experiences aligns with sustainability theories. These themes 

underline the need for ethical frameworks that guide the  responsible integration of 

technology without compromising cultural, social, and environmental values. The themes that  

incorporate longitudinal studies provide insights into the dynamic nature of technology 

adoption and usage over time. These  studies contribute to the theoretical understanding of 

how technology evolves and adapts to changing user needs and  preferences. The exploration 

of the digital confluence and the role of information and communication technologies aligns 

with  communication theories. These themes contribute to our understanding of how digital 

communication reshapes connectivity,  information sharing, and the way tourists engage with 

destinations.  

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

The study provides a comprehensive summary of current state of research in impact of MTA 

on tourism in literature. 56  selected articles from online scopus database were analyzed using 

biblioshiny and VosViewer software to map the most  relevant authors, sources and countries 

and the intellectual structure of the research area through key words co occurrence  analysis, 

bibliographic coupling of documents and co citation analysis of references. There is a gradual 

growth in publications  indicating an increasing interest and knowledge creation. The impact 

of Mobile Tourism Applications (MTA) spans across  diverse disciplines such as computer 

science, information systems, tourism, hospitality, and technological landscapes. These  

sources reflect an interdisciplinary nature, ranging from technical app development to 

information management in enhancing  tourism experiences. MTA's influence on traveler 

behavior, destination management, and sustainability is evident. It also  extends to hospitality 

services. The integration of technologies like wearables and IoT, alongside considerations of 

networks,  interactivity, and smart trends, underlines MTA's comprehensive reach. This 

convergence signifies a dynamic field addressing  technological innovation, user engagement, 

and sustainable practices within the realm of mobile-enhanced tourism. The  articles 

published by most relevant authors share a central focus on integrating mobile app 
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technology in global tourism. They  investigate its impact on enhancing experiences, 

organizational performance, and innovation, across locations like Oman, KSA,  UK, and 

PRC. Exploring IoT and augmented reality, they highlight museum engagement, interactive 

site experiences, and e marketing. Scientific production in tourism and technology spans 

globally, with Italy and China leading with 23 and 22  publications respectively, reflecting 

research emphasis and innovation. The UK and USA follow with 16 publications,  

showcasing historical research roles. Malaysia, India, and Portugal contribute 12 and 10 

publications each. Emerging interest is  seen from Indonesia (8), while Egypt, Brazil, and 

others show fewer publications, possibly due to varied focus. This  distribution underscores 

global research influenced by infrastructure, expertise, and regional priorities.  

The integrated themes delve into the multifaceted relationship between technology and 

tourism, showcasing diverse  dimensions of transformation. From AI-driven marketing and 

mobile app enhancements to cultural heritage preservation,  pandemic-driven travel changes, 

augmented reality experiences, and sustainable smart tourism, each theme highlights a 

distinct  aspect of technology's influence. The thematic structure provides a comprehensive 

picture of how technology reshapes tourism,  encompassing personalization, sustainability, 

connectivity, and innovation, while acknowledging the pivotal role of  information and 

communication technologies in shaping contemporary travel experiences  

The intellectual structure within "Exploring User Acceptance and Technology Adoption in 

Tourism through Theoretical  Frameworks and Practical Implications" and "User Acceptance 

and Mediating Role of Mobile Technology in Tourism  Experiences: Insights from Structural 

Equation Models and Unified Views" revolves around the interplay of user acceptance,  

technology adoption, and their tourism implications. The structure encompasses theoretical 

foundations like Ajzen's Theory of  Planned Behavior and Davis's TAM, empirical insights 

into online behavior and VR technology, the mediating role of mobile  tech, and real-world 

applications. This structure offers a comprehensive view of how these elements intertwine, 

demonstrating  the transformative impact on tourism by enhancing marketing, experiences, 

engagement, and sustained usage of technology.  
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